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              Ad hoc Development teams that scale

              Zuse was founded and is run by the developers who build cross region teams of
                1-20+ that scale and can build Mobile Apps in React Native

              Services
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              Mobile Apps using Native or Hybrid Technology

              Zuse specializes in mobile applications. Years of experience in building and
                maintaining
                apps using Swift and Kotlin or React Native for Hybrid Apps.
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              Industrial IoT Applications and Implementation

              Using our partner Thingspine we are able to quickly create environments to
                monitor
                and interact with IoT connected devices on a industrial scale.
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        ISO Certified Development Teams for 
 Mobile & Web Applications.

        Zuse has worked hard to be the agile ad hoc ISO 27001 certified development company working in mobile, web
          and
          IoT applications. Read about some of our services below and see how we can help your company.
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                  React Native Applications

                  Create Multiple apps from one source code - We specialise in the React Native framework and come
                    from a history of excellence in Swift and Kotlin Development ensuring perfect cross device
                    compatibility.
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                  Prototyping to Deployment

                  A good prototype can save thousands long term. Zuse makes sure you and the team are happy with user
                    journey and design before development begins.
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                  Onsite Testing

                  Zuse has a team of onsite testers to make sure what is released works well and scales on every
                    device giving visibility to the process at every step of the way.
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                  Ad hoc Development

                  Zuse is here when you need us, a scaled solution that grows with your business to start and
                    support your team. There is no lock in and we promote flexible agile working environments.
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                Why Zuse?

                Zuse was founded by developers on the principle of creating good code and providing clarity from the
                  beginning of a project to delivery.

                You host your projects and grant us access to the right areas with production data always protected
                  from the UK. We make it easy for you to transfer away or to your internal staff at anytime and
                  automate deployments and tests for ease of use.

                Learn more
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                Security first

                

                You host your projects and grant us access to the right areas with production data always protected
                  from the UK. We make it easy for you to transfer away or to your internal staff at anytime and
                  automate deployments and tests for ease of use.
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          How Zuse can help

          We have helped organisations in the UK to scale their platforms and provide react/react native solutions,
            advice and development in a transparent and ad hoc way.
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                    React & React Native Development

                    We have an experienced team of react and react native developers who can provide fast multi os
                      platforms from a single source code. 
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                    Advisory Services

                    If you have questions on scale, development or need a second opinion, we can help in an advisory
                      situation to help you make the right choices.
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                    Automating workflow 

                    We can take long and tedious spreadsheets and access databases and turn them into cloud apps for
                      your team to use. Easy to understand and considered branded design
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            No Sales, talk directly to
 one of our developers.

            Ross is one of our full-stack developers who deals directly with our clients to understand
              their product or service. Only once he does, will he discuss any useful advisory and provide a quote and
              help you better understand our method of working.

            We have a simple booking system to arrange a call time with him where you can select a time
              slot and add your number. 

            Book Now
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        Our Featured Projects

        A collection of published applications that are currently solving real world problems and
          connecting users around the world to our technology.
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              Hospitality Managment Application
              A multi-tenant SaaS app featuring in-room dining ordering, latest hotel
                amenities and guide for local and tourist destinations. Equipped with automated booking for guest
                services and a centralized control system.
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              Video Production Application
              Shoot, moderate and share content through an app connecting users directly with
                professional editors to create content for user teams to collaborate on.
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              Health Care Application
              The App Creates a circle of care around one or multiple users and invite people
                to share in medications, appointments and patient notes to ensure the best level of care. 
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              Our Client Comments
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              Steve Peebles

              CarersUk / Jointly

              Steve the CTO has worked with Zuse to maintain the original Jointly application
                and develop and migrate their new release including new features and design.
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              Christopher Bo Shields

              Binumi Pro

              Chris is the Owner of Binumi Pro who Zuse has worked with closley over the last
                year to produce their mobile and web application for their video editing services. 
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              Will Lopez

              AdvisorFi

              My experiences with the Zuse folks has been stellar. Their programming has
                been solid and their designs have been exceptional - a rare commodity in the outsourcing world. Without
                any hesitation - I will continue to use Zuse on all my projects. 

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            Thinking bigger just became easy

          

          
            
              
                
                  15+

                  Years of development

                

              

              
                
                  80+

                  Projects

                

              

              
                
                  10+

                  updated this month

                

              

              
                
                  80+

                  Happy Clients

                

              

              
                
                  50+

                  Hospitality companies listed
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          Ready to build something 
 worthwhile?

          
            Book a Call
          

        

        
          Services

          	Construction
	Hospitality
	IOT
	Mobile React
	Development
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          	About us
	ISO Policy Statement
	News
	Team
	Blog
	Contact Us
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